BELFAST CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW 30TH SEPTEMBER 2018
SHETLAND SHEEPDOG.
Minor Puppy - Dog (Entries: 1 Absentees: 0)
1ST HIGHBROOK HOBNOB (MR K & MRS L A GOODWIN). Well this was a good start. This confident
youngster looked back at me, displaying ears correctly set and used so well and his dark almond eyes
weighing me up. He has clean cheeks to tapering foreface and good width to underjaw. Has carriage
of ached neck from good lay of shoulder and neat elbows from return of upper arm. Balance of body
to gentle slope of croup with low set on of tail. Holds himself as he goes with easy ground cover.
Super presentation and coat. Only his youth stopped him going further. BP & P.GROUP. 2.
Puppy - Dog (Entries: 2 Absentees: 0)
1ST HIGHBROOK HOBNOB (MR K & MRS L A GOODWIN). REPEAT. 2ND MARSULA MY SUNSHINE (MS
E BENNETT).Rising 12 months. He has lots of confidence and is, perhaps at that in between stage of
growth. He has a rounded muzzle and dark pleasing eye. Ears are looking a little low set at the
moment. A touch long in hock, which affects his outline on the move. Presented in full coat and
turned out well.
Junior - Dog (Entries: 2 Absentees: 0)
1ST CAROLELEN COSMIC STAR OF MOIFARA (MISS M FARRELL). Rising 18 months, with a well
balanced tapering head with flat skull and clean cheeks . Has decent dark eye. Flowing lines. A touch
steep in shoulder blade. Correct ribbing and firm loin. Good bum and well made behind with slope to
croup. Full well prepared coat sets off the outline. 2ND WILLOWTHORN DREAM GAZER (MR R, MISS
G & MISS W JOHNSON, JACOBS & JOHNSON). Attentive to his good handler. Dark eye, good use of
well set ear. Has elegance of head, would like a little more strength in underjaw. Stands on well
boned, good legs and feet. Not in his best coat today. Lively active dog.
Post Graduate - Dog (Entries: 6 Absentees: 1)
1ST GLENN HURRICANE OF THE DEE IR JUN CH (MR B & MRS M BOYLE). Presented the most typical
picture in this class. Good ear set and carriage. Pleasing expression from almond shaped dark eye.
Correct bone and feet. Under his double coat is a nicely made dog. Pleasing outline, correct croup
and low set tail. Light, positive mover. 2ND KARYSHANTY TIR NA NOG (MRS S MCDONAGH). Did not
appeal in head, quite as much as winner, but has good width to underjaw and lips fit well. Masculine
and soundly made with muscle. He did his job and held his shape. 3RD HIGHBROOK HE'S GOT STYLE
JW (MR K & MRS L A GOODWIN) RES WILLOWTHORN KOBALT STAR BY SAVATAURUS JW JUN CH
(MR P J & MRS P SAVAGE) VHC VIEWDALE CUDDLY DUDLEY JW (MR I ISDALE)
Limit - Dog (Entries: 3 Absentees: 0. 2 very smart dogs.)
1ST SHELLAMOYED SIMPLY THE BEST AT LETERIKHILLS JW SHCM (MISS C HEPBURN). This one was so
satisfying to go over. A real typy dog, with good balance of leg to depth. Real good head piece .Flat
skull ears sit well and used to show his alert character. He has a dark obliquely set eye, clean cheeks
to rounded muzzle. Arch to neck, well placed shoulders, through firm topline to slope of croup and
low tail set. Presented in full bloom, he is stylish on the move and good going and coming. Close
choice here. RES CC. 2ND PUNCKNOWLE STAR GAZER AT SAVATAURUS JW SHCM CJW15 (MR P J &
MRS P SAVAGE). Smart, masculine yet has elegance and good balance. The head is of equal length
with good plains, and ending at a blunt muzzle. A touch short in shoulder blade but has a good

return of upper arm ,so the elbows are neat and his well boned legs are straight. Correct proportion
of length, depth and leg. Goes with light action and covers the ground well. 3RD CINBARAMY DARK
SENSATION (DR A J & MR F B MCKNIGHT)
Open - Dog (Entries: 2 Absentees: 0)
1ST FEARNACH CRUSADOR (MR B P REEVES). Well, this smart dog in full bloom just never lost his
shape or attention to handler. His head is masculine with refinement. Ear sit on flat skull, his eyes
almond and obliquely set. Clean cheeks to rounded muzzle. Therefore the head forms a wedge. He
has an arched neck, well laid shoulders and correct depth of forechest with sprung ribs. Balance of
depth to length of leg and well padded feet. He has short muscled loin, gentle slope to croup and
low set of tail, all contributing to his typical silhouette. He uses himself with lithe, smooth gait. D CC
& BOB. 2ND CZ CH SANDWICK TURN BACK TIME AT HIGHBROOK (MR K & MRS L A GOODWIN).This
handler showed typical sound dogs under me today and this was no exception. He is symmetrically
built with typical attributes. Very pleasing head, arch to neck and he has good length of body with
correct croup and tail set. His coat is of good texture the top coat being straight and the under coat
filling out. Perhaps not quite the reach in front as the winner, but a tidy chap all through.
Minor Puppy - Bitch (Entries: 4 Absentees: 2)
1ST MOHNESEE SWEET DREAMS (MRS K E HATELEY). At 8 months had the edge on maturity. She has
balance of head with correct plains. Well placed ear used to advantage. Dark Almond eye with
responsive outlook. Good bone and padded feet. Firm body and good ribbing. Sound and pleasing
angles both ends. Slight slope to croup and low tail set and carriage. Stylish alert and active on the
move. 2ND LONGRANGE CIAO BELLA BLEU (MRS C DUNNE). At just 6 months, giving a lot in maturity
and finish. However it is all there to grow into. She is pretty with lovely expressive outlook. So well
proportioned throughout with body that is just right for age. Notice she is by my best of breed and
she is full of personality and goes with gusto.
Puppy - Bitch (Entries: 5 Absentees: 2)
1ST MOHNESEE SWEET DREAMS (MRS K E HATELEY). Repeat. 2ND LETERIKHILLS SHEÆS A STAR AT
FINCALLAGH (O'CALLAGHAN). 10 month pleasing size and shape. Decent head, dark almond eye,
rounded muzzle. Has neck and firm back, Balance of depth to leg. Good in body and coat of correct
texture. Not really working as well as the winner. 3RD TOORALIE'S NO NO NANETTE (MRS S J
WALKER)
Post Graduate - Bitch (Entries: 2 Absentees: 1)
1ST SANSCOTT SWEET SERENITY AT MOHNESEE JW (MRS K E HATELEY). Still young and presents a
balanced outline. She was alert with use of good set on of ear. Really lovely expression from her dark
obliquely set eye. Could have a little more width to underjaw. Really good forehand with angulated
shoulders and depth to neat elbows. Flowing neck to firm back. Width behind and short strong
hocks. Tail comes off slope to croup. Free mover with light gait. Has quality.
Limit - Bitch (Entries: 4 Absentees: 1. lovely class.)
1ST KARYSHANTY CHAMPAYNE CRAZY JR CH (MRS S MCDONAGH). 2 years and a very honest bitch.
She has strength coupled with femininity. Good head planes and set on of ears. Good eye set which
portray an alert kindly expression. Positive front with good angulation, straight well boned legs to
padded feet. Well proportioned body to good tail set and use. In lovely condition and full coat. She
never gave up and went round with ease of action and good footfall, to take the RES CC. 2ND
SEVENOAKS PENNY HEAVEN (MR & MRS J DOYLE). Really worked with handler well. She has not

quite the strength in muzzle or the feet of the winner, but has lot to offer in proportions and
balance. She is alert, with lively active movement. She kept her shape at all times and was presented
in good order. 3RD TOORALIE'S MATILDA (MRS S J WALKER)
Open - Bitch (Entries: 7 Absentees: 1. This was a super class with 2 which were quality veterans in
excellent order.)
1ST LITTLE BARBIE GIRL DES ROMARINS DE MAYERLING FOR SEVENOAKS (MR & MRS J DOYLE).
Smart with lovely head piece. Ears are set on with width, yet small and used to enhance outlook. She
has clean cheeks, dark almond eyes good planes to rounded muzzle. Has arch to neck which flows
through firm back, to slope of croup and good tail set. Her angulation both end deem that she has
long stride with accurate foot placement. Super body and muscle with well boned leg equating to
depth. In full bloom. Her lithe economical action with carriage secured her the B.CC.
2ND IR CH KARYSHANTY PURE DESTINY OF MOIFARA (MISS M FARRELL). Carrying her years well. She
has typical features, strength without lumber and retains femininity. Lovely shape and balance. Fit,
active. displays an air of quality, standing and on the move.
3RD HERDS HALLUCINATION JW (MISS M GATHERAL) RES IR CH YAGODKA AT LONGRANGE S
EGERSKOY SLOBODY (MRS C DUNNE) VHC TOORALIE'S I SPIE WITH WILLOWTHORN (MR R, MISS G &
MISS W JOHNSON, JACOBS & JOHNSON).
JUDGE, PATSY HOLLINGS.

